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Ionization Potential Depression (IPD)

3

Dense environment 

+ screening by free 
electrons 

+ pressure ionization 

➔ IP lowering

isolated atom solid / plasma

§ Coulomb potential 
by the nucleus 

§ screening by 
bound electrons

One of the most fundamental physics for 
atomic processes in a dense plasma

IPD: ΔEi = IPiso
i − IPpla

i
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Warm dense Al plasma (XFEL experiment)
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Vinko et al., 
Nature 482, 59 
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Ciricosta et al., 
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109, 065002 
(2012).
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Creation and diagnosis of a solid-density plasma
with an X-ray free-electron laser
S. M. Vinko1, O. Ciricosta1, B. I. Cho2, K. Engelhorn2, H.-K. Chung3, C. R. D. Brown4, T. Burian5, J. Chalupský5, R. W. Falcone2,6,
C. Graves7, V. Hájková5, A. Higginbotham1, L. Juha5, J. Krzywinski7, H. J. Lee7, M. Messerschmidt7, C. D. Murphy1, Y. Ping8,
A. Scherz7, W. Schlotter7, S. Toleikis9, J. J. Turner7, L. Vysin5, T. Wang7, B. Wu7, U. Zastrau10, D. Zhu7, R. W. Lee7, P. A. Heimann2,
B. Nagler7 & J. S. Wark1

Matter with a high energy density (.105 joules per cm3) is prevalent
throughout the Universe, being present in all types of stars1 and
towards the centre of the giant planets2,3; it is also relevant for
inertial confinement fusion4. Its thermodynamic and transport
properties are challenging to measure, requiring the creation of
sufficiently long-lived samples at homogeneous temperatures and
densities5,6. With the advent of the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) X-ray laser7, high-intensity radiation (.1017 watts per
cm2, previously the domain of optical lasers) can be produced at
X-ray wavelengths. The interaction of single atoms with such intense
X-rays has recently been investigated8. An understanding of the
contrasting case of intense X-ray interaction with dense systems is
important from a fundamental viewpoint and for applications. Here
we report the experimental creation of a solid-density plasma at
temperatures in excess of 106 kelvin on inertial-confinement time-
scales using an X-ray free-electron laser. We discuss the pertinent
physics of the intense X-ray–matter interactions, and illustrate the
importance of electron–ion collisions. Detailed simulations of the
interaction process conducted with a radiative-collisional code show
good qualitative agreement with the experimental results. We
obtain insights into the evolution of the charge state distribution
of the system, the electron density and temperature, and the time-
scales of collisional processes. Our results should inform future
high-intensity X-ray experiments involving dense samples, such as
X-ray diffractive imaging of biological systems, material science
investigations, and the study of matter in extreme conditions.

The experiment was performed at the LCLS soft X-ray materials
science instrument (SXR), where a 1.0-mm-thick aluminium (Al) foil
was irradiated with 80-fs X-ray pulses at photon energies in the range
1,560–1,830 eV (at and above the Al K edge). The LCLS pulse con-
tained ,1012 photons with an energy bandwidth of ,0.4%. The X-ray
pulse was focused by means of bendable Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, and
the focal spot was characterized ex situ by analysing imprints in lead
tungstate (ref. 9), indicating a spot size of 9.1 6 0.8mm2, that is, a peak
intensity of 1.1 3 1017 W cm22. Aluminium was studied because it is a
prototypical free-electron metal, presenting all the intricacies of a high-
electron-density system, yet possessing a relatively simple atomic
structure. Our main target diagnostic is X-ray emission spectroscopy,
sensitive to recombination from the L to the K shell, that is, to Al Ka
emission, in the spectral range 1,460–1,680 eV.

The absorption process in the Al foil is dominated by K-shell photo-
absorption, ejecting a core electron into the continuum, because the
cross-section for L-shell and valance-band photoionization is over a
factor 10 smaller. After photoionization, the filling of the K-shell hole
proceeds mainly by KLL Auger decay, producing an ion with two holes
in the L shell. Radiative emission accounts for the remaining 3.8% of

the total recombination from the L shell10. In Fig. 1 we plot the spectrally
resolved X-ray emission over a range of excitation photon energies
between 1,560 and 1,830 eV. The spectra show the main Ka peak
around 1,487 eV, followed by a series of peaks corresponding to emis-
sion from higher charge states due to a growing number of L-shell holes.

The observation of Ka emission from highly charged ions in a dense
system is not of itself novel, being routinely observed when charged-
particle beams (such as ions or optical-laser-generated energetic elec-
trons) interact with sold targets11–17. However, our results differ from
these experiments in two important ways. First, in our experiment the
K-shell holes are created exclusively by intense, quasi-monochromatic
X-ray photons rather than by collisions with broadband energetic
particles. The main absorption process (creating K-shell holes) will
therefore only take place in a particular ion if the photon energy lies
above that ion’s K edge, or, given that the X-rays are so intense, if a K
electron is resonantly pumped to a vacant L-shell state. It follows that
the X-ray free-electron laser (FEL) acts not only as a pump—exciting
electrons and heating the system—but also as a selective probe, in that
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Molecular Data Unit, Nuclear Data Section, IAEA, PO Box 100, A-1400, Vienna, Austria. 4Plasma Physics Department, AWE Aldermaston, Reading RG7 4PR, UK. 5Institute of Physics ASCR, Na Slovance 2,
18221 Prague 8, Czech Republic. 6Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA. 7SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, 2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, California
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Figure 1 | Spectrally resolved Ka emission as a function of the X-ray FEL
excitation photon energy. The colour coding (bar on right) refers to the
emission intensity on a logarithmic scale. Roman numerals (top) indicate the
charge state of the emission peak: red, for states with a single K-shell hole; blue,
for states with a double K-shell hole. Peaks around the resonance line (dashed
white line, indicating where the FEL photon energy equals the emitted photon
energy) correspond to emission from resonantly-pumped K–L transitions.
Open circles, K edges for the various charge states calculated in the SCFLY code,
which includes the ionization potential depression in the dense plasma
according to a modified version of the Stewart-Pyatt model21,22.
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Two-step model: overview

> Two-step model based on 

§ Quantum-mechanical calculation: Hartree-Fock-Slater method 
§ muffin-tin approximation 
§ pseudocontinuum calculation

5

First step 
Average-atom 

calculation

Second step 
fixed-configuration 

calculation

Son, Thiele, Jurek, Ziaja & Santra, Phys. Rev. X 4, 031004 (2014).

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevX.4.031004
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Hartree-Fock-Slater / muffin-tin potential

> Solve the Schrödinger equation (SE) 

> HFS potential inside the WS radius /  
muffin-tin flat potential outside 

> Slater exchange potential: 

> Spherical averaging:
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Continuum-state calculation
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ε2s

ε2p
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Al at T=0 eV

> non-uniform radial grid: Nr=200, 0 ≤ l ≤ 30 ➔ 6200 (n,l)-eigenstates 
> no boundary condition at all at rs 
> no distinction b/w bound and continuum states 
> pseudocontinuum approach: widely used in strong-field atomic physics 

rs ~ 3 a.u. 
rmax=100 a.u. in calculation

§ ε ≥ εs: pseudocontinuum 

§ ε < εs: bound

cf) Gérard Massacrier’s talk 
and PRR 3, 023026 (2021).

rs
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Finite-temperature calculation

> Grand-canonical ensemble at a finite temperature T 

> Solve SE with 

> Electronic density (bound & continuum) 

> Fermi-Dirac distribution 

> Chemical potential 

> Assumption: thermalized hot electrons; cold ions 
> Input parameters: element (Z), temperature (T), and ion density (via rs)
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This AA model has been implemented within XATOM

http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
Son et al., Phys. Rev. A 83, 033402 (2011); Jurek et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 49, 1048 (2016);

http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.83.033402
https://doi.org/10.1107/S1600576716006014
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Benchmark calculations of XATOM-AA

> For Al at T=0 eV, avg. Q is +3 and Fermi E is 8.0 eV (EXP: 11.7 eV). 

> For Fe at T=0 eV, avg. Q is +8 and Fermi E is 7.9 eV (EXP: 11.1 eV). 

> For Al at low temperatures,

9

T=10 eV, solid density T=5 eV, 0.1×solid density
Level Present Sahoo(2008) Present (HFS) Present (LDA) Johnson(2006)

1s –1530.1 –1495.0 –1547.3 –1501.8 –1501.8
2s –102.5 –101.2 –119.6 –108.2 –108.3
2p –64.9 –63.9 –82.0 –70.9 –71.0
3s –6.3 –8.6 –7.0 –7.0
3p –2.5 –1.4 –1.5
μ –1.5 –11.1 –10.3 –10.4
avg. Q +3.01 +2.38 +1.34 +1.45 +1.49

Sahoo et al., Phys. Rev. E 77, 046402 (2008); Johnson et al., JQSRT 99, 327 (2006).
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Average-atom results for Al plasma

> Self-consistently determined: orbitals, orbital energies, electron density, 
muffin-tin flat potential εs, and chemical potential µ

10

T Q̄ "1s · · · "s µ
10 +3.01 �1541.14 �11.03 �12.57
30 +3.95 �1579.28 �12.46 �58.67
40 +4.83 �1606.37 �13.19 �85.66
60 +5.67 �1657.70 �14.33 �145.43
80 +6.87 �1702.23 �15.15 �211.69

Al 
solid density 

Z=13 
ni=2.7 g/cm3

Ionization potential 
calculation: 

<latexit sha1_base64="0b5/lfQuF8frDwE6Y/5oemcF4sA=">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</latexit>
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cf) Suxing Hu’s talk and 
PRL 119, 065001 (2017).
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Ionization potential with AA only
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Problem with ensemble-averaged charges? No such things in experiment!
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AA as first step: more than average

12
bound-electron configurations at T ! 80 eV, whose prob-
ability is greater than 0.01, calculated using Eq. (11). These
probability distributions of charge states and bound-electron
configurations provide detailed information about the
ensemble and enable us to perform the second step of our
two-step approach. InTable II,we also listK-shell ionization
energies (! !s ! !1s) and K" transition energies
(! !2p ! !1s), calculated from the second step. Individual
configurations provide different ionization energies and
transition energies, which cannot be captured by averaged
orbital energies from only the average-atom approach. Note
that the ground-state configuration is usually not the most
probable configuration for given charge states, illustrating
the importance of detailed electronic structures of individual
configurations. In our calculation, 3s and 3p are bound at
T ! 80 eV, and they are included in the bound-electron
configuration. However, those M-shell electrons do not
considerably alter the 1s–2p transition lines. For example,
EK" ! 1512.8 eV for Al7" 1s22s12p3 is similar to
1511.6 eV for Al6" 1s22s12p33p1 and 1511.3 eV for
Al6" 1s22s12p33s1 (see Table II). To compare calculated

K" lines with experimental results, it is plausible to assign
them according to the superconfiguration of K and L shells
only, as suggested in Refs. [21,23].
The free-electron density is obtained from the first step

of the two-step model. Figure 4 shows the free-electron
density #f#r; T$ for different electronic temperatures
(T ! 30–500 eV), calculated using Eq. (13). The density
plot is normalized such that the integration of the density
within rs yields one. This free-electron density is self-
consistently optimized in the presence of the central
nucleus and bound electrons; thus, its distribution is highly
nonuniform. As expected, the free-electron density tends to
be more uniformly distributed within the Wigner-Seitz
sphere at higher temperatures. For comparison, a constant
and normalized density is also plotted with a dashed line in
Fig. 4. The shape of the free-electron density at T ! 30 eV
is attributed to the nodal structure of the 3p orbital in the
continuum.

C. Ionization potential depression in
Al plasmas: LCLS experiment

As shown in the previous subsection, from the first
step for a given temperature we determine (a) probabilities
of all individual electronic configurations associated with
different charge states and (b) the free-electron density. For
the LCLS conditions (T ! 10–80 eV) corresponding to
the strongly and moderately coupled plasma regimes, the
average charge state, the most probable charge state, and
the most probable configuration of this charge state are
listed in Table III.
Figure 5(a) shows the resulting 3p (or the lowest-energy

p state in the continuum) orbital energies and the muffin-tin
flat potential calculated by the two-step HFS scheme with
the free-electron density, and Fig. 5(b) shows the 1s orbital
energies with and without the plasma, as a function of the
charge state. All those energies are lowered as the charge
state increases. Note that the 3p energy lies right at the
threshold to the continuum; i.e., it is not bound to a single

TABLE II. Probability distribution of bound-electron configu-
rations at T ! 80 eV. Configurations are listed when their
probability is greater than 0.01, and the probability is calculated
from the first step. K-shell ionization energy (EK) and K"
transition energy (EK") are calculated from the second step of
our two-step HFS model. EK and EK" are in eV.

Q Configuration Probability EK EK"

"5 1s22s12p43s03p1 0.0193 1618.3 1497.7
1s22s22p33s03p1 0.0187 1623.1 1500.3
1s22s22p43s03p0 0.0174 1578.7 1486.7

"6 1s22s12p33s03p1 0.0376 1658.1 1511.6
1s22s12p43s03p0 0.0349 1618.3 1497.7
1s22s22p33s03p0 0.0339 1623.1 1500.3
1s22s22p23s03p1 0.0205 1663.5 1514.5
1s22s12p33s13p0 0.0139 1656.0 1511.3

"7 1s22s12p33s03p0 0.0681 1666.3 1512.8
1s22s12p23s03p1 0.0413 1705.4 1527.8
1s22s22p23s03p0 0.0371 1671.9 1515.8
1s22s02p33s03p1 0.0189 1699.3 1524.5
1s22s02p43s03p0 0.0175 1660.9 1509.9
1s22s12p23s13p0 0.0153 1705.4 1527.9
1s22s22p13s03p1 0.0120 1711.7 1531.2

"8 1s22s12p23s03p0 0.0747 1718.7 1530.0
1s22s02p33s03p0 0.0342 1712.3 1526.7
1s22s12p13s03p1 0.0241 1758.5 1546.5
1s22s22p13s03p0 0.0217 1725.1 1533.4
1s22s02p23s03p1 0.0207 1751.6 1542.9

"9 1s22s12p13s03p0 0.0437 1775.1 1549.6
1s22s02p23s03p0 0.0375 1768.0 1545.9
1s22s02p13s03p1 0.0121 1808.2 1564.1

"10 1s22s02p13s03p0 0.0219 1827.4 1568.1
1s22s12p03s03p0 0.0106 1835.2 1572.1
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FIG. 4. Free-electron density of aluminum plasma for different
temperatures, obtained from the first step of our two-step model.
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From the grand-canonical ensemble, 
probability distributions calculated for 
given bound-state configurations

Pei & Chang, JQSRT 64, 15 (2000).
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AA as first step: charge-state distribution

13
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AA as first step: free-electron density

14
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Second step: fixed-config. calculation

> Connection between first step and second step 

§ picking up one bound-electron configuration: most probable one 
§ constructing a free-electron density 

> Performing a new SCF calculation with the fixed free-electron density

15

self-consistently 
updated

fixed
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2nd step: K-shell ionization & transition E

16
bound-electron configurations at T ! 80 eV, whose prob-
ability is greater than 0.01, calculated using Eq. (11). These
probability distributions of charge states and bound-electron
configurations provide detailed information about the
ensemble and enable us to perform the second step of our
two-step approach. InTable II,we also listK-shell ionization
energies (! !s ! !1s) and K" transition energies
(! !2p ! !1s), calculated from the second step. Individual
configurations provide different ionization energies and
transition energies, which cannot be captured by averaged
orbital energies from only the average-atom approach. Note
that the ground-state configuration is usually not the most
probable configuration for given charge states, illustrating
the importance of detailed electronic structures of individual
configurations. In our calculation, 3s and 3p are bound at
T ! 80 eV, and they are included in the bound-electron
configuration. However, those M-shell electrons do not
considerably alter the 1s–2p transition lines. For example,
EK" ! 1512.8 eV for Al7" 1s22s12p3 is similar to
1511.6 eV for Al6" 1s22s12p33p1 and 1511.3 eV for
Al6" 1s22s12p33s1 (see Table II). To compare calculated

K" lines with experimental results, it is plausible to assign
them according to the superconfiguration of K and L shells
only, as suggested in Refs. [21,23].
The free-electron density is obtained from the first step

of the two-step model. Figure 4 shows the free-electron
density #f#r; T$ for different electronic temperatures
(T ! 30–500 eV), calculated using Eq. (13). The density
plot is normalized such that the integration of the density
within rs yields one. This free-electron density is self-
consistently optimized in the presence of the central
nucleus and bound electrons; thus, its distribution is highly
nonuniform. As expected, the free-electron density tends to
be more uniformly distributed within the Wigner-Seitz
sphere at higher temperatures. For comparison, a constant
and normalized density is also plotted with a dashed line in
Fig. 4. The shape of the free-electron density at T ! 30 eV
is attributed to the nodal structure of the 3p orbital in the
continuum.

C. Ionization potential depression in
Al plasmas: LCLS experiment

As shown in the previous subsection, from the first
step for a given temperature we determine (a) probabilities
of all individual electronic configurations associated with
different charge states and (b) the free-electron density. For
the LCLS conditions (T ! 10–80 eV) corresponding to
the strongly and moderately coupled plasma regimes, the
average charge state, the most probable charge state, and
the most probable configuration of this charge state are
listed in Table III.
Figure 5(a) shows the resulting 3p (or the lowest-energy

p state in the continuum) orbital energies and the muffin-tin
flat potential calculated by the two-step HFS scheme with
the free-electron density, and Fig. 5(b) shows the 1s orbital
energies with and without the plasma, as a function of the
charge state. All those energies are lowered as the charge
state increases. Note that the 3p energy lies right at the
threshold to the continuum; i.e., it is not bound to a single

TABLE II. Probability distribution of bound-electron configu-
rations at T ! 80 eV. Configurations are listed when their
probability is greater than 0.01, and the probability is calculated
from the first step. K-shell ionization energy (EK) and K"
transition energy (EK") are calculated from the second step of
our two-step HFS model. EK and EK" are in eV.

Q Configuration Probability EK EK"

"5 1s22s12p43s03p1 0.0193 1618.3 1497.7
1s22s22p33s03p1 0.0187 1623.1 1500.3
1s22s22p43s03p0 0.0174 1578.7 1486.7

"6 1s22s12p33s03p1 0.0376 1658.1 1511.6
1s22s12p43s03p0 0.0349 1618.3 1497.7
1s22s22p33s03p0 0.0339 1623.1 1500.3
1s22s22p23s03p1 0.0205 1663.5 1514.5
1s22s12p33s13p0 0.0139 1656.0 1511.3

"7 1s22s12p33s03p0 0.0681 1666.3 1512.8
1s22s12p23s03p1 0.0413 1705.4 1527.8
1s22s22p23s03p0 0.0371 1671.9 1515.8
1s22s02p33s03p1 0.0189 1699.3 1524.5
1s22s02p43s03p0 0.0175 1660.9 1509.9
1s22s12p23s13p0 0.0153 1705.4 1527.9
1s22s22p13s03p1 0.0120 1711.7 1531.2

"8 1s22s12p23s03p0 0.0747 1718.7 1530.0
1s22s02p33s03p0 0.0342 1712.3 1526.7
1s22s12p13s03p1 0.0241 1758.5 1546.5
1s22s22p13s03p0 0.0217 1725.1 1533.4
1s22s02p23s03p1 0.0207 1751.6 1542.9

"9 1s22s12p13s03p0 0.0437 1775.1 1549.6
1s22s02p23s03p0 0.0375 1768.0 1545.9
1s22s02p13s03p1 0.0121 1808.2 1564.1

"10 1s22s02p13s03p0 0.0219 1827.4 1568.1
1s22s12p03s03p0 0.0106 1835.2 1572.1
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FIG. 4. Free-electron density of aluminum plasma for different
temperatures, obtained from the first step of our two-step model.
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atom. The only exception is Al7!, where 3p lies !3.4 eV
below the threshold. For an isolated atom or ion, calculated
in the unscreened HFS approach, the threshold energy to
the continuum is constant (! " 0) for all charge states. For a
solid, the threshold energy to the continuum (!s) decreases
by 5 eV from Al IV to Al VIII. Lowering of the 1s binding
energies due to the plasma environment (44–107 eV) is
much larger than the lowering of the threshold energy
(11–16 eV). For T > 0 eV, the difference between the thresh-
old energy to the continuum in Fig. 5(a) and the 1s orbital
energy inFig. 5(b) gives theK-shell ionizationpotential. Inour
approach, both the 1s orbital energy and the threshold energy
are modified by the plasma environment.
In the LCLS experiment on Al plasma [22], K"

fluorescence was detected and spectrally resolved as a
function of the incoming photon energy. In this way, the

incident-photon-energy threshold for the formation of a
K-shell hole is determined for each energetically resolvable
charge state. AK-shell hole can be created for T > 0 eV by
inner ionization or photoexcitation into the 3p orbital if 3p
is bound. Figure 6 shows the calculated K-shell ionization
thresholds (photoexcitation for Al7!), in comparison with
the experimental results [22]. We also plot the K-shell
ionization thresholds for the unscreened HFS method
(isolated ions) and the average-atom model. For Al7!,
the resonant excitation into 3p is below the ionization
threshold by just !3.4 eV, which may not be resolvable
due to the LCLS energy bandwidth of !7 eV in experiment
[21]. As shown in Fig. 6, the two-step HFS calculation
yields good agreement with the experimental data.
However, the average-atom model alone fails in reproduc-
ing experiment, especially for high charge states. In experi-
ment, each discrete fluorescence line selects only one
charge state and the K-shell threshold is assigned to this
specific charge state. The fixed-configuration scheme in
our two-step model properly describes this selection of
the K-shell threshold, whereas the average-atom model
with the configuration averaging does not. All calculated
energies were shifted by !21.5 eV, according to the
difference between the inner-ionization energy calculated
at T " 0 eV (1538.1 eV) and the experimental binding
energy (1559.6 eV) [77]. This constant energy shift is a
model assumption for comparing our results to the exper-
imental data. Note that the absolute accuracy of HFS
binding energies is typically about 1%. Clearly, in order
to improve the description, one would require a treatment
of the electronic structure beyond the mean-field level.
However, it may be anticipated that such an approach
would be much less efficient than the present HFS theory.
On the other hand, the error bar in the two-step HFS model
in Fig. 6 indicates variation from different thermal
exchange potentials used in our calculations. We test the

TABLE III. Average charge state Q̄, the most probable charge
state Qmp, and the most probable bound-electron configuration
Cmp for a given temperature T from the first step of two-step HFS
calculation. Note that Cmp is the ground configuration for a given
charge state, except Al7! at T " 80 eV.

T Q̄ Qmp Cmp

10 !3.01 !3 1s22s22p6

30 !3.95 !4 1s22s22p5

40 !4.83 !5 1s22s22p4

60 !5.67 !6 1s22s22p3

80 !6.87 !7 1s22s12p3
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FIG. 5. Energy levels as a function of the charge state for
aluminum. (a) The 3p orbital energy and the threshold energy to
the continuum (!s) calculated with the two-step HFS approach.
The threshold energy to the continuum for isolated ions (! " 0) is
shown for reference. (b) The 1s orbital energies without the
plasma (unscreened HFS calculations) and with the plasma
(two-step HFS calculations).
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Ionization potential with two-step model
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Son, Thiele, Jurek, Ziaja & Santra, Phys. Rev. X 4, 031004 (2014).
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How to define atomic charges in AA

18
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Ionization potential with AA (new charges)
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Beyond atomic picture: XCRYSTAL

> XCRYSTAL: finite-temperature HFS with the Bloch-wave 
approach within a periodic atomic lattice 

> hybrid basis: localized core orbitals + plane wave 

> no pseudopotential required
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ELECTRONIC-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS FOR … PHYSICAL REVIEW RESEARCH 2, 033061 (2020)

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) K-shell threshold for Al as a function of the charge state, calculated using XCRYSTAL. A comparison is shown with the two-
step-HFS result and the average-atom result from Ref. [29], as well as with the experimental data from Ref. [19]. Calculations using an
isolated Al ion are labeled as “Unscreened HFS.” (b) K-shell threshold for Al as a function of the charge state, calculated using XCRYSTAL,
the two-step-HFS result [29], and the average-atom result with Q̄ defined as in XCRYSTAL [Eq. (22b)]. The experimental data from Ref. [19] is
shown as well.

the crystal structure into account and yet shows excellent
agreement with experiment as well, through its individual
configuration optimization. To shed some light on how large
the effects of incorporating a full crystal structure are, we may
dismiss their inclusion in XCRYSTAL. This simply amounts to
an AA calculation, where the average charge is calculated
as Q̄XCRY, i.e., the thermal occupations of the 1s, 2s, and
2p orbitals subtracted from the nuclear charge of Al. We
show this result in Fig. 3(b). The temperature range for the
AA result shown in Fig. 3(b) is 10–80 eV. Comparing the
AA result between Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we conclude that the
discrepancy between experiment and the AA method shown
in Ref. [29] is not so much a limitation of the applicability of
the AA model, but rather a consequence of the definition of
Q̄AA used in Ref. [29].

To further strengthen this claim, we may consider Q̄AA and
Q̄XCRY(a) for a single Al ion as a function of the electronic
temperature, depicted in Fig. 4. Initially, Q̄AA increases with
rising temperature as the bound orbitals are being partially
thermally vacated. However, as the temperature increases, the
previously unbound 3s and 3p orbitals fall below the flat
potential V AA

0 [29] and count as bound states. This causes a
sudden large contribution to the number of bound electrons,
thereby decreasing the average charge Q̄AA below what one
would expect if such a sudden addition of new bound or-
bitals had not taken place. The discontinuities at T = 20 eV
(Q̄AA ! 3.0) and T = 58 eV (Q̄AA ! 5.5) shown in Fig. 4
directly result in the bumps for the K-shell threshold energy
in Fig. 3(a), seen at these same values of Q̄. In contrast, Q̄XCRY

does not exhibit these sudden drops. The increase in average
charge arises solely from gradually thermally vacating the
core orbitals. This analysis, along with the results shown in
Fig. 3(b), leads us to the conclusion that both the incorporation
of the entire crystal structure, as well as individual configura-
tion optimization, amount to a fairly limited effect overall. The
property shared by the AA model, the two-step-HFS approach

and XCRYSTAL is the optimization of core orbitals, to which we
attribute the success of the three models.

We note that the work performed by Vinko et al. [39]
seemingly contradicts this conclusion. Vinko et al. show an
excellent agreement with the experiment of Ref. [19]. They
used a plane-wave DFT calculation with a frozen-core pseu-
dopotential determined at a fixed configuration and obtained
values for the K-shell threshold energy using a !SCF scheme.
The agreement with experiment was rationalized through their
incorporation of a full three-dimensional electronic structure
for the valence states and a lack of any spherical averaging.
However, as both XCRYSTAL and the two-step-HFS model
are able to adequately reproduce the experimental results of
Ref. [19], which do incorporate both spherical and thermal
averaging, we disagree with this proposed justification. The

FIG. 4. Average charge Q̄ versus the electronic temperature T
obtained for the average-atom model and for XCRYSTAL.
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FIG. 7. Band structure of the first 30 delocalized energy bands
of aluminum at temperatures T = 25, 50, 75, and 100 eV, along the
path !-X-W-L-!-K-W-U-X, calculated with XCRYSTAL. The black
line denotes the constant potential V0. The colors are there to aid in
grouping together those bands that separate from the rest for higher
temperatures. The energies on the y axis are given in eV.

that k-dependent quantities, such as the energies En,k shown
in Fig. 6, that lie in the first BZ of FCC, but outside of
our cubic BZ, are shifted to a higher band, n. Therefore,
the result from any XCRYSTAL calculation shows many more
bands as compared to conventional methods. This is simply a
consequence of having chosen a cubic unit cell. Both the blue
lines and the red lines presented in Fig. 6 are the result from
the same XCRYSTAL calculation. The blue lines show the result
as calculated using XCRYSTAL, whereas the red line traces
out the bands which would be obtained for the conventional
primitive unit cell. One can see excellent agreement with
the well-known results of Refs. [80,81]. The solid black line
denotes our value for the Fermi energy "F , calculated as the
chemical potential µ at T = 0 eV, with a predicted value of
!10.12 eV. Keeping the shift of Emin,deloc (=!20.98 eV) in
mind, the Fermi energy is calculated relative to the bottom of
the conduction band, as "F = µ ! Emin,deloc. It is found to be
0.8 Ry = 10.86 eV, whereas the experimental value is 11.7 eV
[83]. The value for the constant potential V0 at T = 0 eV is
!18.34 eV, which is above the energy value of the lowest-
lying delocalized energy band at Emin,deloc. This indicates
that the bands in Fig. 6 with an (unshifted) energy below
V0 = !18.34 eV correspond to electronic states in which
the electron is quasi-bound and tunnels between atomic sites.
They are not localized enough to be considered part of the
core orbitals [cf. Eq. (17)]. Between each symmetry point (!,
X, W, etc.) in Fig. 6, there are 50 k points shown, which is the
value we shall retain for the remaining band structure plots.
We do not perform an entire XCRYSTAL run with such a fine k
grid, instead taking the converged electronic density from the
run with the parameters mentioned previously (Sec. II G), and
performing a single XCRYSTAL matrix diagonalization in the
hybrid basis.

In Fig. 7 we show the first 30 energy bands with a nonzero
bandwidth at temperatures of T = 25, 50, 75, and 100 eV. For
these plots, we traced out the path !-X-W-L-!-K-W-U-X to
cover all lines of high symmetry in the BZ. In addition to

the interesting observation that at T = 75 eV there appear to
be no orbital states present directly above V0, we can perceive
three general features in Fig. 7 as the electronic temperature
rises: (1) all energy bands are lowered, (2) two band gaps start
to form and progressively separate, and (3) the bandwidths
become smaller. The conclusion is that with the increasing
temperature, we observe a formation of quasi-atomic 3s and
3p lines, that was also reported in Ref. [39].

The physical mechanism behind this observation is the
following: As the temperature rises, thermal excitations start
to generate partial vacancies within the bound 1s, 2s, and 2p
orbitals. This causes the nucleus to experience less screening,
which in turn makes its potential V (r) more attractive, thereby
dragging down all energies. In addition, it is apparent that
with increasing electronic temperatures, the bands start to lose
their width and their delocalized character, thereby exhibiting
features of a more atomic nature.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have developed an ab initio method
for calculating quantum states of hot thermalized electrons
confined to a cold ionic crystal lattice. It has been imple-
mented into a new toolkit, XCRYSTAL. Using a mean-field
HFS approach in combination with the Bloch formalism, we
constructed a hybrid basis consisting of both plane waves
and localized atomic orbitals, with respect to which we rep-
resented the electronic states in this type of transient WDM
system. Allowing for an interwoven optimization between
core and valence electrons, we accurately reproduced the ex-
perimental data obtained from the LCLS experiment [18,19]
on Al plasmas in WDM conditions, in a highly efficient
manner. Additionally, our model allowed for the calculation
of band structures at various temperatures, T " 0–100 eV.
We concluded that the incorporation of the full crystal struc-
ture had only a minor effect on the results calculated for
comparison with Refs. [18,19] and argued that the role of
optimized core orbitals is vital in describing these types of
systems. In addition, the band structure of Al was shown to
be in good agreement with previous work at zero temperature
[80,81]. The computationally efficient scheme in XCRYSTAL
facilitated the calculation of the band structure to temperatures
and densities typical for WDM conditions.

The new tool XCRYSTAL provides not only the calcula-
tion of bands and energy levels but gives full access to the
electronic wave functions in a thermalized electron plasma
at a certain temperature. This will enable us in the future
to model atomic processes in a dense plasma environment,
which is critical for a proper description of WDM forma-
tion. Until now, the respective cross sections and rates were
adapted from isolated-atom models (see, e.g., Ref. [84]).
In particular, XCRYSTAL enables access to the evaluation of
the electron-impact-ionization cross section in solid-density
plasmas, also measured experimentally [85]. It is the ultimate
goal of XCRYSTAL to provide fast and accurate data of WDM
properties for electronic Monte Carlo simulations of WDM,
so as to contribute to the description of matter exposed to
high-intensity x-ray pulses, in a similar manner the codes
XATOM [71,72], XMDYN [72,86], and XMOLECULE [87,88] do.
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Beyond average picture: XMDYN + XPOT

> XMDYN: quantum for bound electrons, classical for free 
electrons and ions ➔ Monte-Carlo Molecular Dynamics (MCMD) 

> XPOT: enables quantum calculation with a plasma environment 
at any given time t ➔ NLTE approach for IPD
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Conclusion

> Two-step model: first-principles calculation combining average-atom 
model and fixed-configuration model 

> Accurately and efficiently describes atomic properties within plasmas 

> Focused on IPD effects of Al plasmas: good agreement with XFEL exp. 

> New implementation for AA model within XATOM: simple and robust 

> AA model: good description for IP & population analysis (e.g. CSD) 

> Beyond AA model: finite-temperature crystalline calculation and non-
thermal equilibrium simulation for studying transient IPD
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Thank you for your attention!


